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Executive Summary
The present document is a deliverable of the BRAIN-IoT project, funded by the European Commission, under
its Horizon 2020 Research and innovation program (H2020), reporting the results of the activities carried out
by WP6 – Test, Demonstration and Evaluation. The main objective of the BRAIN-IoT project is to focus on
complex scenarios, where populations of heterogeneous IoT systems cooperatively support actuation and
control. In such a complex context, many initiatives fall into the temptation of developing new IoT platforms,
protocols, models or tools aiming to deliver the ultimate solution that will solve all the IoT challenges and
become ”The” reference IoT platform or standard. Instead, usually they result in the creation of “yet-another”
IoT solution or standard. More specifically, the project revolves around two vision scenarios; Service Robotics
and Critical Infrastructure Management. The scenarios outlined in the proposal are refined within the
engineering efforts alongside the project, driven by WP2.
This deliverable defines the different steps, methods and tools required to verify and validate the architecture
of the BRAIN-IoT project and its two related use cases. It also provides the timeline to indicate

the

achievements of these validations. Furthermore, it provides complementary KPIs associated with the expected
outcomes from the BRAIN-IoT architecture concerning its main building blocks, the two site use cases and the
tools.
The development activities are being performed in the WP3, WP4 and WP5 and the activities of verification,
validation and evaluation will be reported in the deliverables 6.3, 6.4, 6.5 and 6.6 of WP6.
This deliverable includes 6 sections. Section 1 introduces the activities of WP6 and more precisely the activities
performed in Task 6.1. It briefly describes the expectations of this deliverable. Section 2 presents the different
steps to follow the development, verification and validation of the BRAIN-IoT System architecture and its
corresponding use cases. Each step is associated with a Proof-of-Concept (PoC) that will be developed in order
to demonstrate the main concepts proposed by the BRAIN-IoT project. At the end of Section 2, a PoCs
implementation schedule is provided. Section 3 gives more details on the two use cases (Service Robotics and
Critical Infrastructure Management) that will be implemented and demonstrated to validate the architecture
and concepts developed in BRAIN-IoT. Section 4 proposes a verification and validation methodology, a test
plan and a modelling framework, and its associated tools, to perform the BRAIN-IoT system validation. At the
end of Section 4, a tool implementation schedule is provided. Section 5 provides a list of KPIs related to the
expected outcomes coming from the different main elements constituting the BRAIN-IoT architecture, the
Modelling Framework tools, and the two use cases. Section 6 concludes this work.
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1

Introduction

WP6 coordinates the integration of components provided by other work packages, as well as with applications
and systems in place in test sites. WP6 also deploys project outcomes to the field in the two test sites, also
coordinating user engagements and maintenance aspects, as well as collaboration and joint demonstration
with LSP projects. WP6 works in strict cooperation with WP2 to generate lessons learned that can be fed back
to the iterative development process.
Task 6.1 addresses the integration and laboratory scale evaluation of BRAIN-IoT solutions. This will be done
through the development of lab-scale Proof-of-Concepts, demonstrators and small-scale test-bed suitable to
test and verify performance of developed solutions in controlled, replicable environments – as well as acting
as a controlled test-bench for integration. Starting from the initial KPIs defined in the DOW, the task will
elaborate a technical evaluation framework, suitable to address all the aspects of interest (functionality,
scalability, performance, etc.) mapping each KPI of interested with the required methodology suitable for
evaluating each aspect.
STM-GNB leads the task, focusing on the development of small-scale demonstrators and PoC using
general-purpose IoT platforms.
ROB and EMALCSA support the task by providing end-user KPIs as well as setting-up small-scale
environment to mimic end-user scenarios in controlled environments.
AIRBUS and LINKS contribute respectively by providing tests and evaluation of security and privacyrelated aspects.
LINKS, CEA, UGA, PAREMUS, IM and SIEMENS contribute by developing PoCs and demonstrators
highlighting features of their respective components developed, as well as running evaluation
activities.

-

Deliverable 6.2 (D6.2) “Lab-scale Evaluations” aims at documenting the Technical Evaluation Framework initially
defined by this task: The BRAIN-IoT Architecture and Use Cases, the methodology and tools for their validation
based on their requirements. Furthermore, a complementary list of KPIs is defined related to the expected
outcomes of: 1) The different main elements constituting the BRAIN-IoT architecture. 2) The Modelling
Framework tools. 3) Use cases.
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2

Proof of Concepts for BRAIN-IoT Architecture and Use Cases Development

This Section presents the different steps 1 to follow for the development, verification and validation of the
BRAIN-IoT System architecture and its corresponding use cases. Each step is associated with a Proof-ofConcept (PoC) that will be developed in order to demonstrate the main concepts proposed by the BRAIN-IoT
project. At the Section end, an implementation schedule is provided.
2.1

BRAIN-IoT Architecture Development

The following paragraphs describe the different PoCs required to fully implement the BRAIN-IoT architecture.
For each PoC, the main BRAIN-IoT concepts and functions implemented by this PoC are listed. In order to
illustrate which part of the architecture is concerned, the BRAIN-IoT architecture diagram is used and the
concerned components are coloured in “blue” to easily identify them. This process is sequentially followed for
all PoCs till colouring the over architecture.
2.1.1

PoC-1: Local BRAIN-IoT Fabric

Figure 1 shows the first PoC (PoC-1): Put in place a Local BRAIN-IoT Fabric. This sub-system is one of the key
elements proposed by the BRAIN-IoT and is the heart of the overall system.
The implementation of the Local BRAIN-IoT Fabric allows the demonstration of the following concepts and
functions:
- Distribution of processing.
- Heterogeneity, support of heterogeneous things.
- Provide access to local Repositories.
- Modelling/Verification of basic « Smart Behavioural ».
- Validate loading from Market Place of basic “Smart Behavioural”.
Local BRAIN-IoT integration testing consists of the following two main activities:
1. Generating required artefacts from the Modelling environment and releasing them to the local BRAINIoT repository.
2. Deploying the artefacts from the BRAIN-IoT repository into the targeted Fabric runtime.
Model and Release of Artefacts:
- A simple Smart Behaviour – demonstrating correct OSGi metadata & implementing BRAIN-IoT
EventBus API’s.
- Thing view - Model external IoT platform and Things. (Demonstrating Web of Thing (WoT) description).
- Model and Release of a group of interrelated Smart Behaviours (demonstrating IoT-ML model with BIP
refinement).
- Model and Release of an ML / AI artefact.
- Model and Release of a group of interrelate of Smart Behaviours with ML/AI feature.
- Model and Release of updates to all of the above – demonstrating the appropriate use of Semantic
Versioning.
Fabric Runtime:
- Create a BRAIN-IoT runtime on a designated set of Linux compute resources.
- Import and deploy BRAIN-IoT system/s from BRAIN-IoT repository: so installing BRAIN-IoT BIS, BMS
1

A step is the validation of given element constituting the BRAIN-IoT architecture based on the development of a Proof-of-Concept.
However, the set of steps will allow the validation of the overall BRAIN-IoT architecture because the Step + 1 will reuse the previous
building blocks. i.e. it is a concatenation of PoCs till complete and validate the overall architectural features and requirements.
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-

& EventBus infrastructure.
Demonstrate dynamic event triggered deployment of simple Smart Behaviour.
Demonstrate dynamic event triggered deployment of chained [BIP] Smart Behaviours.
Demonstrate Operation deployment of ML / AI Smart Behaviour.
Update a Smart Behaviour.
Eject a selected Smart Behaviour from the runtime.
Inject resource failure and evaluate recovery behaviours of these scenarios.

Figure 1: PoC-1 concerning the put in place of a Local BRAIN-IoT Fabric

2.1.2

PoC-2: Remote BRAIN-IoT Fabric

Figure 2 shows the second PoC (PoC-2): Put in place a Remote BRAIN-IoT Fabric. This sub-system is also one
of the key elements proposed by the BRAIN-IoT and the heart of the overall system.
The implementation of the Local BRAIN-IoT Fabric allows the demonstration of the following concepts and
functions:
- Federation of IoT platforms.
- Building applications composed of services available at remote nodes.
- Discovery of distributed services.
- Verification of basic « Smart Behavioural » distributed among remote nodes.
- Validation of the usage of Smart Behavioural use cases.
Remote BRAIN-IoT integration testing consists of the following two main activities:
1. Federating IoT gateways through remote fabrics.
2. Building a Smart Behaviour application using at least two different services available at different fabrics.
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Federation of Remote IoT gateways:
- Configuration of gateways to be included in the remote Fabric.
- Discovery by a gateway node, services exposed by another remote gateway node.
- Service catalogue including all services available in the remote fabrics.
- Demonstrate the subscription by one gateway node to events detected by another remote node.
Smart distributed behaviour:
- Create a BRAIN-IoT distributed runtime on a designated set of Linux compute resources.
- Model a Smart Behaviour involving distributed services, the same way that Smart Behaviours involving
local services.
- Demonstrate Modelling of a distributed Smart Behaviour with Papyrus.
- Demonstrate the execution of a distributed Smart Behaviour.
- Demonstrate the self-adaptation of the distributed smart Behaviour.

Figure 2: PoC-2 concerning the put in place a Remote BRAIN-IoT Fabric
2.1.3

PoC-3: IoT end-to-end Security

Figure 3 shows the third PoC (PoC-3): Put in place IoT end-to-end Security. This sub-system is also a key
element proposed by the BRAIN-IoT in order to guarantee the end-to-end Security in BRAIN-IoT system
architecture and in its associated use cases;
The implementation of the BRAIN-IoT Security allows the demonstration of the following concepts and
functions:
- End-to-end Security of BRAIN-IoT System Architecture.
- Validation and evaluation of the complete BRAIN-IoT system architecture.
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Figure 3: PoC-3 concerning the put in place of the Security in Brain IoT system architecture
BRAIN-IoT security component integration testing consists of the following five main activities:
1. Send data from a known device.
2. Send data from an unknown device.
3. Known user access the service.
4. Unknown user access the service.
5. Right management.
Send data from a known device:
- A device registered in BRAIN-IoT Identity Administration Service sends data over the gateways.
- The data is captured during its transport.
- Encryption level is checked.
- Data provenance is checked at service level, and access is granted depending on the device
authorization.
- Latency of the security layer impact is measured.
Send data from an unknown device:
- An unregistered device in BRAIN-IoT Identity Administration Service send data over the gateways.
- Data provenance is checked at service level, as the device is unknown, the message is dropped.
- A log is generated to trace this activity.
Known user access the service:
- A registered user in BRAIN-IoT Identity Administration Service, tries to connect the platform with its
credentials.
- Credentials are checked at platform level.
- Authorizations for these specific user are checked against the Identity Administration Service.
- Access is granted.
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Unknown user access the service
- An unregistered user in BRAIN-IoT Identity Administration Service tries to connect the platform.
- Credential are checked at platform level.
- Access is rejected.
- A log is generated.
Right management
- An administrator accesses to the IAM service.
- The administrator updates the right of a user.
- New right application is checked.

2.2

Use cases Development

2.2.1

PoC-4: Use case lab

Figure 4 shows the fourth PoC (PoC-4): Service Robotics, corresponding to the first use case performed in Lab
in order to verify and validated the overall architecture.
The Service Robotics use case will involve several robotic platforms, which need to collaborate to scan a given
warehouse and to assist humans in performing activities in a logistic area. The robot behavior is presented in
D2.1 and D2.2.
The Use case scenario aims at moving loads by several robots (RB1-Base) from one point to another according
to the points defined by the user. This activity will be collaboratively carried out between the robots.
The mains elements constituting the use case scenario are the following:
-

Three areas are basically defined: Unload Area, Docking Area and Storage Area.

-

A remote commanded door should be regularly activated to enter the Storage area.
Robotnik’s robots tote carts items around from an Unload to a Storage Area.
An Orchestrator is deployed in charge of monitoring and coordinating robots, and control
(open/close) storage door.

In order to verify the right operation of this use case, an IoT-ML model will be developed that comprises three
important components: Orchestrator, Robot and Door. Figure 4 depicts the interaction between these three
components.
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Figure 4: Global view of Service Robotics use case components in IoT-ML

Deployment process:
The IoT-ML model of the service robotics will be deployed on the appropriate BRAIN-IoT Fabric supported by
PAREMUS’ platform. Figure 5 portrays the deployment process consisting of the following steps:
1.

2.

3.

4.

The designer models the service robotic services architecture in IoT-ML. The services are then
transformed (either manually or automatically) to a model in the BIP language. The corresponding Java
code is generated by BIP. To verify the model, for the right model operation, we could use papyrus
Moka for execution of UML models, or use BIP model checker and formal verification. The combination
of both approaches is also considered. This will be done depending on the verification level that it is
intended to be achieved.
Initially, the designer wraps the generated Java code within a specific OSGi bundle. And the OSGi
MANIFEST.NF can be generated from IoT-ML. The bundle along with the MANIFEST file will be stored
within an OSGi bundle repository (OBR).
The BRAIN-IoT service fabric, connected to the IoT Things, triggers a look-up service that finds, in the
OBR repository, the corresponding resources based on a Thing key identifier. For instance, the Robot’s
resources will be automatically downloaded remotely from the repository based on the Thing key
identifier.
The appropriate API that abstracts the communication mechanism will be in charge of handling events
between BRAIN-IoT Fabric and the Things.
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IoT-ML model with BIP refinement

Figure 5: Deployment Process of Service Robotics’ Components
A more detailed description of this PoC-4 is given in the deliverable D2.2.
2.2.2

PoC-5: Use case in Test Site Robotnik

Figure 6: shows the fifth PoC (PoC-5): Put in place at the Robotnik test site.
The previous PoC is only for Lab validation purposes, first real implementation but limited to operate in a
restrictive environment.
Six use cases have been defined to evaluate the service robotics case:
•

Use Case 3.01-Simple Pickup Request: The robot will be commanded from the BRAIN-IoT to pick-up a
cart.

•

Use Case 3.02-Collaborative Pickup Request: The robot will communicate with the other robots to
collaborate and move a load to a different place.

•

Use Case 4.01-Assisting another robot: The robots will be able to perform a help request and the
closest robot will understand the signal and go to the call.

•

Use Case 4.02-Sharing situation awareness: The robot shares the information to the BRAIN-IoT
platforms and other robots to be used in optimization routines, navigation or organization purposes.

•

Use Case 5.01-Actuation Request: Different actuators should be available and accessible through the
BRAIN-IoT platforms.

•

Use Case 6.01-Sensors Feedback: Sensors placed in the environment will be used for collaboration
between robots or actuators. Also the information provided by them will be accessible for all the actors
involved.

The validation will consist on the satisfactory fulfilment of the use-cases in different test scenarios.
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Figure 6: Service Robotics at the Robotnik test site

2.2.3

PoC-6: Use case in Test Site Emalcsa

Figure 7: shows the sixth PoC (PoC-6): Put in place at the Emalcsa test site.
In the Critical Infrastructure of Water Management System, three use case scenarios have been defined in order
to evaluate the main features, concepts and developments of the BRAIN-IoT project and through these
developments to provide benefits to the water management infrastructure of the Coruna metropolitan area.
These use cases, as defined in the Deliverables D2.1, D2.4 and D2.6, are the following:
-

Use Case 1.01 - Platform Integration: The BRAIN-IoT framework should guarantee the
communication between the different platforms, as SICA and ACU, for exchanging data and
information, in a strong and secure way. The platform integration will be achieved through the Edge
Node concept. In this case, sensiNact is in charge of allowing the interoperability of these platforms
with the BRAIN-IoT core.

-

Use Case 2.01 - Artificial Intelligence Integration: The BRAIN-IoT framework will support the
integration of different AI algorithms into the water infrastructure scenario, providing knowledge and
tools.
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-

Use Case 3.01 – Device Integration and security: The measurement devices will be locally placed
and synchronized with SICA or with other IoT devices already working in the infrastructure. The BRAINIoT architecture should guarantee that the industrial constraints of security and safety, defined as
security requirements and objectives related to the IoT elements and system, will be supported.

Figure 7 depicts the critical infrastructure of water management system, presented, in more details in the
Deliverables D2.1 and D2.2, which consists of the following five subsystems:
-

Platforms: The infrastructure of the Water Managements uses SICA Platform to collect and manage
the data and information gathered from the sensors deployed along the physical infrastructure.
EMALCSA also has other platforms like MDM (ACUA in the next development) and SOFÍA 2 used for
the management of some water meters and other measurement devices.

-

Water Supply Distribution: From the Drinking Water Treatment Station (DWTS, ETAP in Spanish),
through three treatment plants and their pumps, the water is raised to the header deposits of Alvedro
and Culleredo. The supply distribution includes several regulation deposits and supplies to Coruña city
and other towns like Arteixo, Oleiros, Cambre and Culleredo. Through the pumping from the regulation
deposits, the water is carried away until the secondary deposits, and from there, the water is distributed
to the citizens through a sub-network.

-

Cecebre Dam: The dam of Cecebre is composed of five spill gates and 2 spillways provide water to
the Coruña metropolitan area. The opening of the spill gates is triggered manually. In the top of the
dam, a multi-parametric probe is installed, based on different sensors that send rough data to SICA.

-

Water Treatment: The water purification treatment is performed in the TELVA Street. The DWTS is
composed of three different plants and each one is able to catch water from the river. These plants are
connected to deliver water between them.

-

Measurement Devices: Along the infrastructure a huge number of sensors and measurement devices
are deployed. All these devices send the data collected during the processes to the SCADAs and the
management platform of SICA for their storage, process and visualization.
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Figure 7: Subsystems constituting the Critical Infrastructure of Water Management System
In Figure 7, the particular devices that belong to the internal processes of every subsystem are not taken into
account. For instance, the PLCs installed in the infrastructure of the TELVA, which are used in the OPC network
to manage the data of sensors and managed by the SCADAs.
Section 3.2 describes the approach to be followed to validate the BRAIN-IoT architecture in the Critical
Infrastructure of Water Management System considering the three uses cases described above.
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2.3

Proof-of-Concepts Timeline

Table 1 gives the Timeline of the different Prof-of-Concepts described in the previous paragraphs.

Table 1: Timeline of Proof-of-Concepts
Participant

PoC
#

PoC Name

2018
M
3

M
6

M
9

2019
M
1
2

M
1
5

M
1
8

M
2
1

2020
M
2
4

1

Local BRAIN-IoT Fabric

CEA

2

Remote BRAIN-IoT Fabric

20/
12

AIRBUS

3

IoT end-to-end Security

20/
12

Robotnik

4

Use case Lab : Service Robotics

Robotnik

5a

Use case simulation with 3

Robotnik

5b

Use case in Robotnik Test Site

Emalcsa

6a

Use case with platform and
Smart Behaviour integration

Emalcsa

6b

Use case in Emalcsa Test Site
with devices and platforms

Emalcsa

6c

M
3
0

31/
03
20/
07
20/
12
20/
07
20/
12

The three Use cases in Emalcsa

30/
09

Test Site
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M
2
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3

Detailed Description of use cases PoC

This Section gives more details on the two use cases that will be implemented and demonstrated to validate
the architecture and concepts developed in BRAIN-IoT.
For each use case, the following paragraphs are included:
1) A short introduction is given describing the context in which the use case evolves.
2) The global architecture of the use case is presented.
3) The validations framework to be used to validate the Use case is described.
4) The different use cases scenarios used to validate the deployment of BRAIN-IoT components and
subsystems in the relevant use case.
It should be noted that the third use case related to a Large Scale Pilot (LSP) is not described because such LSP
and its associated use case have not been selected. In the future deliverable of this use case such description
will be included.
3.1

Service Robotics (ROB)

3.1.1

Introduction

The Service Robotics provides the scenario for the use cases that involve typical logistics applications. Each
robot is able to carry a cart loaded with a certain load and to move it autonomously to a different location. To
perform this autonomous navigation, the robots have a laser that provides the needed information about the
environment. The communication with the robots is done through WiFi to control and monitor their actions.
Figure 8 shows the robot and the cart

Figure 8: Photography of a robot and a cart
3.1.2

Architecture

The architecture of Service Robotics is described in detail in the deliverable D2.4. All the robots have an
embedded Linux computer and its software is programmed in the ROS environment. The functionalities
regarding navigation, localization and control are most of them involved in the ROS open source community,
this makes that most of the protocols and messages used are standardized.
The robot will communicate with the BRAIN-IoT platform through the RESTful API over WiFi in order to
command different actions and get the needed information about the robot and its environment. The RESTful
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API consists of two different types of commands: GET and POST. In Figure 9, the arrows in the cloud direction
represent the GET commands and in the robot direction the POST commands.

Figure 9: Representation of the GET and POST commands of RESTful API.
3.1.3

Validation Framework

With the framework presented in the next section it is possible to validate and verify the different use cases.
To validate them, several scenarios are presented. For the use case 3.01, 4.02, 5.01 and 6.01 the robot will be
placed in a location divided by three main areas with an automatic door (actuator): Docking, Storage and
Unloading.

3.1.4

Service Robotics main use cases scenarios

There will carts to be picked, loaded and transported to other areas. Those will be marked with different QRcodes in order to be able to identify them and share the information regarding the location of the carts. The
markers will be also used to identify the charging stations in the docking areas and the door.
The Smart Behaviour to be managed by BRAIN-IoT will be structured as follows:
•

If the robot is navigating through the unload area, it should identify the carts and send to the
orchestrator their position.

•

If the robot is moving from the docking to the unload area or from the unload to the storage area, it
should be in continuous communication with the BRAIN-IoT system to solve any possible
inconveniences that might occur like obstacle avoidance or coordination with the other robots.

•

When the robot enters in the unload area the orchestrator sends the optimal location available to
place the load.

•

If there is more than one robot available, the orchestrator will manage to give to each of them a proper
command.

Figure 10 shows the main state machines (Orchestration, Robot and Door) used in the Service Robotics use
case scenarios.
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a) Orchestrator State machine

b) Robot State machine
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c) Door State machine

Figure 10: State machines corresponding to a) Orchestrator, b) Robot and c) Door
The relevance of the BRAIN-IoT system for the service robotics use cases (3.01, 3.02, 4.01, 4.02, 5.01, 6.01) is to
validate the use of an external orchestrator outside of the robot itself. In service robotics usually the
orchestrator role is performed by an external computer that manages those kinds of decisions. This way it is
possible to decentralize and generalize the control by using IoT.
3.2
3.2.1

Critical Infrastructure Management Use
Introduction

The critical water infrastructure provides the scenarios for the monitoring and control use cases in charge of
managing the water urban cycle in the Coruña metropolitan area. The infrastructure includes different
technologies grouped in two layers: the information technology (IT) layer and the Operational Technology (OT)
layer. The IT layer is constituted of servers, databases, network infrastructure, firewalls and the assets required
for the management of this layer. The OT layer is constituted of devices located in the production side like
water meters or pressure meters; smart devices measuring chemical-physical characteristics of water; rain
gauges, water pumps, control platforms, gateways, OPC stations, PLCs, and the components related to the
communication between those different devices.
In the use cases definition, the needed devices are identified and described. Due to security constraints and in
order to ensure the robustness of the OT processes, the IT and OT layers are logically separated through
firewalls and having access to internet through the demilitarized zone (DMZ) as shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Separation between Office and Industrial Network through the DMZ.
It should be noted that the Data base server is an important asset and is involved in many processes of the
infrastructure: meteorological data, reservoir water level data, purification data, distribution data of various
subsystems, customer data, supply process data, sewage data in different subsystems, etc.
3.2.2

Validation Framework

To validate the different parts of the Critical Infrastructure of Water Management System based on the project
BRAIN-IoT, EMALCSA will build a mock-up that will be used as an evaluation framework. This mock-up will be
a test-bed with real components. The goal is to develop a replica of the real infrastructure with real devices
and real measurement processes. It should be noted that some elements will not be exactly as the real
components because for practical reasons they will be scaled down. However, the mock-up will try to mimic
the same behaviour. Figure 12 shows a representation of the mock-up.

Figure 12: Mock-up design representation.
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The Evaluation Framework, or mock-up structure, will be more detailed in the Deliverable D6.3 (Phase 1
Integration and Evaluation Framework). In Figure 12, the elements surrounded by the green circles correspond
to the real infrastructures that will be modelled and simulated. These elements are the following: The Cecebre
dam, the rain, the Mero River, the catchment pumps, the different processes of the water purification plant and
one deposit.
The devices, to be integrated into this evaluation framework, will be real ones. It is also planned to install: some
water meters (for the houses), some regulatory valves, some flow meters (for the pipes), sensors like flowmeters,
pressure, chlorine, PH, turbidity and water meters; and the control system of measurements with real devices
and gateways. The infrastructure will be built with concrete elements, like the dam model also with tanks
simulating the deposits, pipes connected to them and with the rest of the elements. A design scale will be
defined for several components and it will determine the size of other elements and some physical
characteristics. For instance, if the dam model will be in a scale of 1:30, a pipe of 400mm will not be considered.
The pipe size will be in accordance with its appropriated scale, and perhaps at this size the material can be
plastic and smooth instead of corrugated.

3.2.3

Critical Water Management Infrastructure main use cases scenarios

The framework would allow the verification and validation of different subsystems and systems regarding the
three use cases described in the next subsections.
3.2.3.1

Use case UC-1.01 - Platform Integration

In order to validate the use Case 1.01 using the BRAIN-IoT architecture, where the main goal is the integration
of SICA with other platforms, sensiNact will be integrated with the version cloned of SICA, for testing purposes,
and tested. Figure 13 shows the mock-up of use case 1.01.

Figure 13: Mock-up of use Case 1.01
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The expected benefice obtained from BRAIN-IoT in this use case for EMALCSA is that sensiNact provides to
SICA the connectivity needed with other platforms through the Web of Things (WoT) easily and efficiently.
SICA receives the information from the devices in the infrastructure, and through sensiNact, SICA can exchange
this information with other platforms. SICA can gather some data from the other platforms, or directly. To
configure the system integration, a Thing Description (TD) of the Web of Things (WoT) will be used to describe
the API of SICA. This TD will be placed into the repositories (see Figure 14) of the BRAIN-IoT framework and
used it by the Edge Node sensiNact.

Figure 14: Relation between BRAIN-IoT architecture and the mock-up of use Case 1.01

3.2.3.2

Use case UC-2.01 AI integration

The use case UC-2.0 aims at integrating and validating the Smart Behaviours. One possible solution, sensiNact
could communicate with the Docker platform. A Docker image would contain an OS like Linux with the Python
Stack and the Smart Behaviour model trained with the data provided by EMALCSA. The Docker image would
be installed in a component connected with sensiNact. Figure 15 shows the mock-up of Uue case 2.01. Another
solution on study phase is to allow the use of the Smart Behaviours through a EventBus provided by PAREMUS.
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Figure 15: Mock-up of use Case 2.01
Inside this use case, there are different sub-cases allowing the validation of the Smart Behaviours use in the
context of the water infrastructure. For instance, a Smart Behaviour can control the opening and closing of the
dam gates.
In this mock-up, actuators will be installed to validate the algorithms. However, it should be noted that in the
reality is not possible due to security and safety constraints regarding the spill gates of the Cecebre dam where
an automatic system shall not control the gates, being always a human who shall open and close them through
an isolated system.
Another Smart Behaviour is regarding the optimization of the catchment pumps. The algorithms controlling
the pumping according to the levels of the tank representing the header deposit, and also according to the
users’ consumption represented by the water meters, will be validated.
Another Smart Behaviour is confirming to the data system, based on different sensors reading, that it has
measurable levels in order to correlate the signals between them, with the objective to ensure that the data is
considered correct. The Intelligent model could gather information from the installed devices and trigger alerts
in case of an issue is detected.
The last Smart Behaviour to test is the one providing a smart control of the valves considering predictive
algorithms according to water consumptions, improving in this way the control network. For this validation, it
would be necessary to take into account the data of the water level into the tank representing the header
deposit and the consumptions after it.
The Smart Behaviours will be developed by “Improve Metrics” and the expected benefice is to have an IoT
framework that provides to EMALCSA the way of integrating Smart Behaviours to improve some subsystems
of the water scenario. Another expected benefice is to acquire knowledge that allows EMALCSA integrating
their Smart Behaviours with SICA.
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Figure 16 shows the relation between BRAIN-IoT architecture and the mock-up of use case 2.01.

Figure 16: Relation between BRAIN-IoT architecture and the mock-up of use case 2.01

3.2.3.3

Use case UC-3.01 – Device Integration and security

The third use case UC-3.01 concerns the validation of the requirements related to the installation and security
constraints of devices that shall be placed in the real infrastructure. In order to validate this, AIRBUS will place
a water meter and a smart gateway in the mock-up infrastructure. Figure 17 shows the mock-up of use case
3.01. These water meter includes security features allowing end-to-end encryption and authentication from the
device to the platform in order to guarantee the integrity and the confidentiality of the data.
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Figure 17: Use case 3.01 in the mock-up.
The Smart Gateway will communicate with sensiNact and this one with SICA. This scenario could carry out the
needed tests in order to validate the security requirements related to this use case. The expected benefice is
to acquire the knowledge of how to integrate different IoT devices in the infrastructure that cope with the
security and safety constraints of the Critical Infrastructure.
Figure 18 shows the relation between BRAIN-IoT architecture and the mock-up of use case 3.01.
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Figure 18: Relation between BRAIN-IoT architecture and the mock-up of use case 2.01

3.2.4

Tools and assets

In the context of the Evaluation Framework and PoC, an important mock-up will be the one that represents
the validation test-bench used to run test vectors and validate its right operation. The mock-up will have four
logical layers as illustrated in Figure 19.

Figure 19: Logic levels of the mock-up.
The relation between these levels of the mock-up and the BRAIN-IoT platform is stablished in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Relation between BRAIN-IoT architecture and the functional levels of the mockup.
The lower level, “Civil Work”, is where the physical elements of the mock-up are built and integrated, the dam
model, the tanks, pipes, valves, etc. In this implementation layer the following elements and devices are planned
to be installed in the location:
-

Model on the dam built with concrete.

-

Model of the deposits built with concrete or another material.

-

Tubes of 3 meters and 12 mm of diameter (PVC).

-

Elbows of 90 degrees.

-

Electric valves.

-

Clamps for the tubes.

-

Tubes of 90 mm with motorized valves.

-

Tubes of 75 mm with motorized valves.

-

Tubes of 50 mm with a motorized valve.

-

3 submersible pumps.

-

1 pump on bench.

-

Level buoy.

-

Different type of valves.

-

Flowmeters.

-

Pressure probe.

-

Cl/pH probe.

-

Turbidity probe.

-

Water meters.
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The number of each element can vary, at the moment of this deliverable writing the offer was not closed.
The level of “Control (OT)” is where the most basic control systems shall be placed, like profibus, repeaters,
PLCs, industrial switches, etc. The control electric cabinet that is predicted can incorporate:
-

PLCs 1515

-

Remote station ET200SP

-

Router 3G eWon

At the moment of this deliverable writing, the model was in the design phase and study of the contract offer,
for this reason, some elements may change.
The “Logic (OT)” level is where the components will be placed such as WinCC clients in PCs, Servers with WinCC,
some firewalls, etc. The place where servers will be placed is still in discussion.
At the highest level, “Information Platform (IT)” is where the elements of the IT layer will be installed, like
routers, firewalls, the SICA system with its Central Server, front-end and Data Base, etc. The cloned version of
the SICA system will be placed in a secure data centre.
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4

Verification and Validation Approach, Methodology and Tools,

The BRAIN-IoT developments include components, subsystems and the overall BRAIN-IoT-System and its
associated use cases. The validation of these developments will be performed: 1) In different environments in
laboratory, under restricted conditions, and under real conditions. 2) Against the set of requirements defined
in the project in order to determine whether the BRAIN-IOT architecture and its associate use cases satisfies
the stakeholder’s needs.
This Section proposes a verification and validation methodology, a test plan and a modelling framework, and
its associated tools, to perform the BRAIN-IoT system validation.
It should be noted that STM-GNB, ROBOTNIK and EMALCSA are mainly involved on the use case validation
activities related to WP6. The validation activities for components and subsystems of BRAIN-IoT system
architecture are mainly carried out in the WP4 and WP5. WP3 is in charge to develop the models, design flow
and methods to facilitate the verification of all BRAIN-IoT developments.
Figure 21 depicts the main documents required to prepare a Validation Plan that will be used to validate the
BRAIN-IoT uses cases. Figure 21 also indicates the documents generated by WP6.

Figure 21: Flow from requirements to validation and evaluation.
In the rest of this Section, the followings paragraphs are developed in order to present a methodology and its
associated tools to be used in the project to facilitate and ensure the right verification and then the validation
of the BRAIN-IoT system architecture and related Uses cases:
-

Nomenclature: Definition of Verification, Validation, Test and Evaluation concepts in order to have a
common understanding between the BRAIN-IoT stakeholders.

-

Requirements: Provide the set of requirements that should be validated in order to cope with the use
case needs.

-

Verification and Validation Methodology:

-

Tools: Description of the tools to be used to facilitate the verification and then the validation of the
different components, subsystems and system constituting the different Use cases.

-

PKIs: The list of PKIs to perform the evaluation.
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4.1

Nomenclature

In order to avoid misunderstanding between different teams working in BRAIN-IoT, which come from different
domains and have different backgrounds, definition of key concepts (verification, validation, testing and
evaluation) are given below. These definitions will allow having a common understanding between all project
partners. The definition of these concepts is in line with the literature of the engineering processes. They are
the following:
-

Verification is the set of activities performed to be sure that a product is being designed and
developed matching with the product requirements and specifications. These activities include
checking requirements, perform simulations, design reviews, testing, inspections, etc. They are
performed to ensure that components and different subsystems satisfy the requirements and
performances during the design and development phases.

-

Validation is the set of activities performed to ensure that the product has been developed and
operates according to the requirements, performances, stakeholder’s expectations and constraint
accomplishment. These activities are performed in real conditions and in the real world by doing
functional tests over a minimum viable product, and typically validating the set of requirements one
by one.

-

Testing, according to Avner Engel [1], is operating or activating a realized product or system under
specified conditions and observing or recording the exhibited behaviour. More specifically, testing
represents the execution of a set of tests (or test vectors) on a system or component, under specific
conditions, to carry out its verification, validation or evaluation. The application of the total number of
test vectors and their obtained results (“Passed”, “Failed”)” will determine the complete verification or
validation of the given component, sub-system or system.
In deeply, Testing is a type of verification and would represent the execution of a set of tests on a
system or component under specific conditions to carry on the verifications or validations, and
evaluation. We could consider that testing is as a way to execute a set of defined test vectors to do
an evaluation of a given component, subsystem or system, in order to verify or validate if those
elements satisfied their associated requirements and specifications

-

Evaluation, according to Peter Marwedel [2], is the process of quantitative information computing of
some key characteristics (or “objectives”) of a certain (possibly partial) design and provide a judgment.

4.2

Use cases Requirements

The requirements play a key role in this deliverable because they are the references that the components,
subsystems and system need to satisfy during their validation phase carried out inside this WP6. The overall
BRAIN-IoT requirements are detailed in the Deliverables D2.2, D2.5 and D2.7. They are organized in the
following groups:
-

Generic Use Cases requirements (Deliverable D2.5 section 2.5.1).

-

Critical Infrastructure for Water Management Requirements (Deliverable D2.5 section 2.5.2).

-

Service Robotics Requirements (Deliverable D2.5 section .5.3).
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-

Modelling Requirements, Fabric/Edge/Marketplace Requirements, Smart Behaviour Requirements,
Architecture Requirements and Security Requirements. (Deliverable D2.5 section 2.6).

In WP6, use cases requirements, which will be mainly taken into account and concern, belongs ro the three first
groups of the previous list: Generic Use Cases, Critical Infrastructure for Water Management and Service
Robotics. Components and subsystems requirements from the last group are mainly considered in WP4 and
WP5.
Requirements in BRAIN-IoT framework are described, stored and managed using GitLab tool. The detailed use
case requirements are listed in D2.5. The requirements description follows the Volere Template that consists
of the following fields:
•

Requirement Description: One-sentence statement describing the requirement intention.

•

Rationale: A requirement justification.

•

Fit Criterion A test that makes it possible to determine whether a requirement has been satisfied or
not.

•

Source: A reference from where this requirement has been gathered, e.g., DoA, DY.X, Coruna Meeting,
WPX Telco, etc.

•

Dependencies: A list of other requirements that have some dependency on this one - if any.

•

Conflicts: Other requirements that cannot be implemented if this one is satisfied - if any.

•

Requirement Type: The type of requirement: FUNCTIONAL, NON-FUNCTIONAL, CONSTRAINT, or
TASK.

•

Priority: The importance level of the requirement from 1 to 4 (i.e., URGENT, HIGH, MEDIUM, or LOW),
highest priority to lowest level.

•

Component: The component of the BRAIN-IoT architecture associated with the requirement.

•

Responsible: The person’s name assigned to the requirement.

It should be noted that the GitLab tool generates automatically the requirement identifier. Figure 22 gives an
example of a list of requirements generated by GitLab with their corresponding generated identifiers.

Figure 22: Example of Requirement generated by GitLab Tool
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Table 2 shows, using the previous example, the information provided for a given requirement (here the
requirement #20) using the Volere Template and its associated fields.

Table 2: Example of the complete information associated with a given requirement according
to Volere Template
Field

Description

#ID

Requirement identifier - Number identifying the requirement The Modelling language should be able to describe the semantic

Requirement

annotation for AI algorithms to make them searchable from the modelling
tool.
The modelling language should provide a structured element to describe
the semantic annotation for the AI algorithms which might include the

Rationale

functionality of the algorithms and the exposed APIs, etc. This description
will help with searching the needed AI algorithm.
At least 2 descriptions will be created based on the developed AI

Fit Criterion

algorithms and stored in the repository.

Source

WP3, Turin modelling physical meeting

Dependencies

Task #16

Conflicts

No

Requirement Type

Functional

Priority

Priority 2

Component

Modelling Language

Responsible

CEA-LIST, IM

The complete list of requirements for the generic use cases: “Service Robotics” and “Critical Infrastructure for
Water Management” are given in the deliverable 2.5 and in the GitLab tool.
Figure 2 shows the proposed BRAIN-IoT requirements engineering process, which is a state diagram defining
the different states that a requirement should follow from its definition till its implementation and validation.
This state diagram works as follow:
•

When a requirement is created, it is in the Open state and moves to the Quality Check state.

•

In the Quality Check state, the user checks,
o

If the requirement is correctly written by providing all the information requested from the
BRAIN-IoT Volere Template. If yes, it passes to the Part of Specification State.

o

Otherwise, the Requirement must be refined by its author until it passes the quality check or
it is Rejected.

•

Once the requirement passed the quality check, it is on Part of Specifications state and it will be
developed (Under Development State).

•

Once the developments are finished, the requirement has been fully implemented and available in the
Implemented state.

•

Once requirements have been implemented, they must be validated against their Fit Criteria. The
requirements which do not pass validation tests go back to Under Development State to fix the issues.
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Then the loop Under Development-Implementation-Validation is carried out till the requirement
implemented is fully validated.

Figure 23: Requirement state machine

4.3

Verification and Validation Methodology

The methodology is focused on the verification and then validation of the overall BRAIN-IoT architecture
(components and subsystems) and its related Use cases based on the functional requirements and expected
KPIs associated with each of them.
The proposed methodology is slightly inspired from the “V-Model”, which is according to Cathleen Shamieh
[3] a graphical representation of a series of steps and procedures for developing complex systems. However,
this model has been adapted considering the Agile methodology adopted for the BRAIN-IoT developments.
The approach considers that during the project duration, consortium members will progressively develop and
verify different elements (components and subsystems) until test and validate the different PoCs as well as the
proposed uses cases.
Figure 24 depicts the Verification and Validation approach proposed. In fact, it consists of a double approach:
-

A top-down approach where the design and development of the different system elements
(subsystems and components) are identified, developed and verified.

-

A bottom-up approach where the different system elements are hierarchically integrated and validated
in the real system starting from the components to the full system integration.
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Figure 24: Verification and Validation approaches.
The requirements and specifications described in the deliverables of WP2 will guide the developments of the
different subsystems and components. The specifications will also define the use cases and the platforms
involved in such developments.
From Figure 24, the WP2, WP3, WP4, and WP5 consortium members will lead the verification phase (topdown approach) consisting on the system definition and its breaking down in components and subsystems for
their development and verification. The consortium members working in the WP6 will lead the validation
phase (bottom-up approach) consisting on the integration and “recomposition” of the validated components
and subsystems till the final and whole system validation.
The methodology takes into account the two phases related to the WP6 structure. The first testing phase is
programmed for the end of year 2019 and the second phase for the end of year 2020 according to the following
deliverables plan.
-

The first phase concerns deliverables D6.2 and D6.3, “Integration and Evaluation Framework” and
“Evaluation Report” respectively.

-

The second phase concerns deliverables D6.4 and D6.5 with the same names.

According to these two phases, the test definition and testing process will be performed in two steps according
to the timeline depicted in the Gantt Diagram, Table 3.

Table 3: Planning of Phase 1 and 2 as indicated in the original proposal
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4.4

Verification and Validation Framework

Figure 25 gives an overview of the contributions done by the different WPs as well as the document issued by
each of them. This set of activities and information is called the Validation Framework, which will be used to
constitute the requirements and specifications and will be applied during the Verification and Validation of the
overall BRAIN-IoT architecture and use cases.

Figure 25: WP6 the BRAIN-IoT context.
From this Framework, seven flows are identified providing the following inputs:


Inputs extracted from deliverables. The deliverables contain the main BRAIN-IoT concepts that are
deeply defined. The following deliverables can be directly used, as part of the methodology proposed,
to perform the verification and validation of the BRAIN-IoT system architecture and its associated use
cases:
o

Deliverables D2.1, D2.4 and D2.6: They define the “Use Cases” related with the scenarios of
Critical Infrastructure for Water Management (EMALCSA) and the Service robotic (Robotnik).
The content of these “Use Cases” will be used in the definition of the “Test cases/vectors”
through the deliverables D6.3 and D6.5 to validate the IoT systems associated with each use
case.

o

Deliverables D2.2, D2.5 and D2.7: They describe the “System Architecture” and give the
“Requirements List”, and the critical elements required to put in place the verification and
validation methodology.

o
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o

Deliverables D3.3 and D3.7: They describe the Smart Behaviour infrastructure services and
BRAIN-IoT Fabric Modelling requirements.

o

Deliverables D3.4 and D3.8: They describe tools for the Smart Behaviours.

o

Deliverables D4.1, D4.2, D4.4 and D4.5: They provide the specifications concerning main
BRAIN-IoT building blocks such as BRAIN-IoT Fabric, Edge-Node, etc. required to define the
Test vectors for the verification and validation of these systems components and consequently
the global BRAIN-IoT system and its associated use cases.

o

Deliverables D5.1 and D5.4: They provide the specifications concerning the security and privacy
aspects of BRAIN-IoT system and its associated use cases

o

Deliverables D6.3 and D6.5: They define the “Validation Plans” and its associated activities to
perform the validation of each use case.

o

Deliverables D6.4 and D6.6. They report the evaluation results obtained from the validation of
the three uses cases developed in the project.



Inputs for the requirements definition. The requirements defined in the “Requirement List” provide
different inputs such as that:
o

Concerning the BRAIN-IoT Architecture. These requirements indicate the list of features that
the BRAIN-IoT should support including the functional and non-functional requirements,
which should be carefully verified, validated and evaluated during the complete BRAIN-IoT
development cycle.

o

Concerning the list of KPIs. It should be evaluated along the project cycle.

o

Concerning the “Use Cases” defined for EMALCSA and ROB applications.

o

Concerning the own developments. During the development phase, it is possible that new
requirements can be identified, others should be refined/updated and eventually some of
them canceled.

o

Concerning the testing activities. During the test execution, some tests can fail or other errors
can be detected that need to be solved in the next cycle. So, it is necessary to review the
requirements attached to those failures.



Inputs for the Test Cases/Vectors. The test cases shall be defined through the deliverables 6.3 and
D6.5. They define the “Integration and Evaluation Framework”. These test cases must be defined and
developed for covering and testing the requirements defined in deliverable D2.2, D2.5 and D2.7
concerning the “BRAIN-IoT System Architecture”, the “PoC Specifications” and eventually their
potential updates. Other inputs are the “EMALCSA and ROB Use Cases” from the Deliverables D2.1,
D2.4 and D2.6, about the visions, scenarios, use cases and innovations. These uses cases can be used
as a first approach to define the particular test vectors to cover the requirements’
verification/validation.



Inputs for developments, systems and requirements. These flows are bidirectional between the
Developments, the System Architecture and the Requirements. The developments, in the context of
the BRAIN-IoT, are guided by the definitions and concepts of the System Architecture, as well as for
the requirements. So, they are inputs for the development activities. However, during the execution of
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these activities, some constrains could be identified requiring the update of the original requirements
list.


Inputs for the Integration. The components and subsystems, implemented during the development
phase, will be integrated according to the System Architecture and its specifications. Those
components and subsystems stand for the integration inputs. The integration will be verified and
validated later on according their respective Plans.



Inputs for performing the tests. Testing processes have the Verification and Validation Plans as
inputs. The tests, constituted of various steps, are defined and followed during their execution. The
components, subsystems and system developed will be the main inputs, as they are the elements to
be verified and validated. In order to verify and validate them, it is possible that additional platforms
should be developed for the testing processes. Except for some components developed specifically in
the context of the BRAIN-IoT, there will not be unitary validations.



Inputs for the evaluation reports. After the testing processes of the overall BRAIN-IoT architecture
and its associated use cases, an evaluation report will be written based on the results obtained from
testing processes. The Evaluation reports will be part of the deliverables D6.4 “Phase 1 Evaluation
Report” and D6.5 “Phase 2 Evaluation Report.

4.5

Verification and Validation Plan

In conjunction with the Verification and Validation methodology, a Validation Plan (VP) will be defined and
used to prove that the system matches the requirements and the associated specifications. Moreover, a
Traceability Matrix with the list of requirements to be tested will be also defined, in conjunction with a Unit
Verification Plan, in order to have a complete follow up and control/trace of each tested/validated
requirement. The goal of the Verification/validation Plan (system acceptance testing) is to validate that the
system fulfills its intended purpose.
In fact, the Validation and Verification plan will be constituted by a set of test cases or test vectors covering
the requirements/specifications of the different use cases (EMALCSA and Robotnik ). These test cases or test
vectors are defined as a sequence of several steps. These Tests indicate their inputs (including the actions to
trigger each step) and their expected outputs. These steps should be sequentially performed to ensure more
exhaustive verification/validation results.
4.5.1

Definition of Test Cases or Test Vectors

The test cases or test vectors shall be defined considering the following elements for covering the requirement
list (see example given in the Table 4 below):
-

Test ID.

-

The Requirement covered by this test.

-

Initial conditions.

-

Steps number

-

Description of steps actions and expected final conditions after the test
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-

Status

-

Remarks during test execution

Table 4: Example of a test case or test vector definition
Test ID

Requirement
Covered

ROB_PoC_test_X

FEN_WP4_02

Initial Conditions

Step
Num.

Step
Description

-There are three
robots in the
warehouse
-The robots are
powered on and they
start to move
-The robots are
connected via WiFi to
the central platform
-There is an
automated door
-The system has been
modelled and a TD
(Thing description)
provided
-The model is
updated to the
repository
-The robots have
downloaded the
model
-There is an
orchestrator
configured
-There are 4 or 5 carts
with ítems in the area
-The ítems are
identified with QR
codes

Step 1

-Action:
Activate the
movement of the
robots in the
configured area.

Status

Remarks
during the
execution

NOT
RUN

-Expected output:
The robots start to
move.

Step 2

-Action:
The robot uses the
map downloaded to
avoid crashing with
elements of the map.

NOT
RUN

-Expected output:
The robots move
autonomously
without crashing.

During the test execution, some difficulties can occur while following the traceability if several requirements
are linked to a same test. When a test, which covered many requirements, fails, it could be difficult to identify
which requirements have been verified and which ones have failed. Besides, for some requirements, it cannot
be feasible to associate them to an exact step. In this situation, the requirement shall be only verified at the
end of all the steps execution.
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During the test execution, all the tests should be identified, with the current test status and updated through
the overall verification or validation process, as follows:
-

Not Run. It indicates that the test has not yet been executed.

-

Passed. The final conditions were achieved without failures in all the test steps

-

Failed. The execution failed in one of several test steps.

-

Blocked. There is one of several test steps that cannot be triggered for a reason different of a failure
and this situation blocks the rest of the execution.

-

Paused. In case the test shall be paused in one step for an external reason of the procedure.

-

Incomplete. The test is finished without errors, but there was a test step or requirement that could
not be checked.

-

Not Apply. It could happen that for some iterations of the VVT cycle some tests cannot be executed
because their linked requirements are not implemented yet, but the test is already defined.

Table A.1 in Annex A gives a complete example showing how a test, and its associated steps, should be defined.
This example concerns the test case covering the requirement Req-04 defined in the “Table 3: Initial
requirements from internal partners” in [4]. This functional requirement, related to the Service Robotics use
case, describes how “The system must allow “Things” to collaborate between them to reach a defined goal”.
4.5.2

Execution of test cases or test vectors

When the tests are executed, they should be checked step by step. In case of a failure is detected, the
corresponding step should be marked as “Failure”. It will whelp partners to figure out what is its cause in order
to fix it. In some cases, the error fix could wait till the next development cycle.
4.5.3

Traceability Matrix for requirements

In order to trace the overall results of the verification and validation of requirements, a Traceability Matrix as
such illustrated in Table 5 will be created. Table 5 gives an example of a matrix with the list of requirements
defined in the deliverable D2.2. Table 5 should include the results obtained in the previous
verification/validation iteration “x-1”. In this example and such more complete in Table B.1 in Annex B, the next
verification iteration “x” of all requirements list is marked with the status “Not Run” because the verification
process has not yet started. Once the tests will start the “Not Run” status will change to another status types,
mainly “Passed” or “Failed”.
The list of requirements marked with the status “Not Apply” means that they cannot be verified because the
Test-bench and its associated test vectors, in that iteration, do not cover them.
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Table 5: Example of Traceability Matrix.

ID

Requirement
Type

Description

Rationale

Req-02

Design
constraint

The system shall
support
standardization
of object
semantics

Req-03

Design
constraint

BRAIN-IoT shall
be designed in a
modularity style.

Standard communications between
objects, from a communication
channel point of view but also from
a semantic point of view.
(Standardization of object semantic
is somehow similar to the
standardization of MIB
(Management Information Base) of
telecommunication equipment).
Standard communications between
objects, from a communication
channel point of view but also from
a semantic point of view.
(Standardization of object semantic
is somehow similar to the
standardization of MIB
(Management Information Base) of
telecommunication equipment).
A modularity architecture is flexible
to incrementally evolve protocols
and other “functional” aspects.

…

…

…

…

Functional
Requirement

The system
should have a
support for
secure
communication
via a secure
protocol

In order to guarantee a secure
communication secure protocols
should be integrated in the M2M
network.

Req-01

Req-09

4.6

Design
constraint

The system shall
support
standard
communications
between objects

Verified
in
iteration
x-1

Verified
in
iteration
x

PASSED

NOT RUN

FAILED

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

…
NOT APPLY

…
NOT RUN

Modelling Framework of BRAIN-IoT

An important concept proposed in the BRAIN-IoT project is the introduction of a set of modelling tools
allowing the description, verification and analysis of the different components and subsystems constituting the
BRAIN-IoT architecture.
The main goals of this approach are the following:
-

Provide the ability to graphically represent the Smart Behaviour model.

-

Describe and verify the functional behavioural of the overall Brain IoT architecture.

-

Describe, analyse and verify the requirements of the Smart Behavioural components that should be

-

Generate automatically the code and metadata of the Smart Behavioural components.

-

Monitor deployed components and enable fast prototyping of new behaviours.

-

Reduce the development time, ease integration of interoperable solutions and improve design quality.

developed for the BRAIN-IoT use cases.
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In order to reach these goals, BRAIN-IoT proposes to design a Modelling Framework in WP3, which is depicted
in Figure 26.

Figure 26: BRAIN-IoT Modelling Framework
The Modelling Language is used to describe the behaviour, data and device models, and the IoT platforms
service APIs. The modelling tool allows the graphical description of the models and its transformation into a
rigorous semantic model in order to do some statistical Modelling checking before generating the source Java
code. Then, the Java code will be generated as OSGi bundle including the OSGi MANIFEST. Finally, the OSGi
bundle will be placed in the artefacts repository.
The Modelling Framework and its associated design flow are based on the integration of Papyrus, sensiNact,
and BIP tools already available in CEA and UGA laboratories.
These tools will be mainly used in the different design phases, including verification and analysis of the PoCs
described in Section 2. This paragraph gives a high-level view on the planned integration of tools related to
IoT-ML in the project and a preliminary timeline for its realization.
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Figure 27: Interoperability of modelling tools

4.6.1

IoT-ML modelling tools: Papyrus and sensiNact combined solution

IoT-ML is a UML profile. It implements the IoT-A reference architecture for common concepts in IoT systems.
This IoT-ML profile contains stereotypes that extend UML meta-classes, giving them new syntax and semantics.
Indeed, IoT-ML has stereotypes that inherit the properties of OMG-standard MARTE 1.1 stereotypes for realtime embedded system modelling and the properties of OMG-standard SysML 1.4 stereotypes for system and
requirements modelling (deliverable D3.1). Moreover, the profile fosters the construction of models that may
be used to make quantitative predictions taking into account IoT characteristics. The difference with standard
MARTE is that IoT-ML adds new concepts that have evolved in embedded systems since the foundation of
MARTE. Therefore, IoT-ML will become MARTE 2.0 and the standardization process will take place at the OMG.
In order to model and design a desired IoT system, the IoT-ML allows portraying it using different views e.g.:
-

Functional views including smart and Behavioural units.
Things views describing the physical entities annotated with WoT properties (deliverable D2.2).
Hardware platform views showing up the connections between the instantiated physical entities.
Deployment views describing how the instantiated functional units are allocated to the processing
units of the physical entities, etc.

In the context of BRAIN-IoT, the IoT-ML models are made in the Papyrus modeler tool. These models will be
used to generate metadata for modelled IoT services, either in WoT Thing Descriptions (as JSON-LD files) or
OSGi bundle descriptors (MANIFEST.MF files). Generation will be implemented in Papyrus.
The models will also be used for code generation and analysis, through a bridge to the BIP framework (see
next paragraph).
Finally, after deployment, the IoT-ML models will be used to monitor the states of devices and services
connected to sensiNact platform. This is done through, first, the synchronization of the sensiNact data model,
in sensiNact Studio, with the real devices and services. Then, the sensiNact data model is synchronized with
the IoT-ML model. The latter synchronization is not bijective as IoT-ML models are described in their particular
views, as described above, which are different from the basic sensiNact data model representation. Finally, IoTDeliverable nr.
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ML state-machines can be transformed into sensiNact textual DSL descriptions. The DSL represent simple
behaviours of services that can be quickly tested through the sensiNact platform, without redeployment. This
allows fast prototyping of new behaviours after deployment.
4.6.2

BIP

In the framework of BRAIN-IoT, the operational semantics of the IoT-ML models is intended to be captured in
BIP (Deliverable D2.2), through a model-to-model transformation. By doing so, the transformed BIP model can
be checked by simulation using the BIP Compiler and Engines. The BIP compiler allows generating C++
simulation code, while the BIP engine orchestrates the execution of the generated code. Simulation can be
moreover combined with statistical model checking (SMC). Models subject to SMC analysis are described in
the stochastic BIP language.
In order to represent the model of the system in BIP (see Figure 25), two abstraction levels of representation
are planned. Actually, the abstraction level depends on the level of details that designers want to observe on
the system/ building block under development:
-

The first refinement corresponds to a purely functional view, as only the Things and the smart behaviour
are represented, whereas the platform and the middleware are fully abstracted. In this case, Things
are endowed with a behaviour expressed in state-machines and communicate directly with the Smart
behaviour. For instance, a robot movement actuator could be endowed with a specific behaviour
dictated by a smart component as it adjusts its position without collision based on the AI algorithm.
In some cases, this model can also include libraries (i.e. Drivers) that interfaces with Things. This model
can be simulated and checked with BIP tool for any properties related to the functionality. For instance,
designers could check if the robot avoids collisions from a starting to an ending point.

-

The second refinement brings hardware platform and middleware aspects to the BIP model. In this
case, northbound bridges and southbound bridges are integrated at that level for accurate requests
routing. These bridges embody the so-called sensiNact gateway. On one hand, southbound bridges
are in charge of collecting data from sensors and services, and to send orders which will be performed
by actuators. On the other hand, northbound bridges are specialized in interacting with remote
systems (deliverable 3.1). In addition, devices (i.e. sensors and actuators) and physical connectivity (i.e.
Ethernet bus) are represented at that level. Besides, we have to note that the degree of details depends
on requirements that designers want to satisfy. Also, the refined models will enable additional analysis
using the BIP tools, in particular, quantitative assessments regarding the performance of the system.
For instance, what is the probability that two robots will collide?

In addition to analysis, the BIP framework is also intended to generate Java code for specific components in
the functional view (see Figure.1). For example, a monitoring service for the home temperature is automatically
generated except the Things part which is wrapped as an OSGi bundle and plugged in the PAREMUS Service
Fabric. These bundles interact with external service fabric using sensiNact bridges. Moreover, actuation and
data gathering (to/from things respectively) are enabled through those bridges.
It should be noted that the Things are only modeled because in the frame of BRAIN-IoT no new things will be
designed, they are available on the shelf.
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Figure 28: BIP Model to model transformation levels
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4.6.3

Timeline of BRAIN-IoT Tools for modelling and verification

Table 6 gives the timeline of tools used in BRAIN-IoT project for modelling and verification.

Table 6: Timeline of BRAIN-IoT tools for modelling and verification
Participant Tool
#

Tool Name

2018
M
3

UGA

1

BIP language support for Eclipse IDE

UGA

2

BIP model to Java code generator

UGA

3

IoT-ML to BIP

CEA

4

IoT-ML modeler v1

CEA

5

IoT-ML modeler v2

CEA

6

WoT TD generator

CEA

7

OSGi MANIFEST generator

CEA

8

sensiNact DSL generator and

M
6

M
9

2019
M
1
2

M
1
5

M
1
8

M
2
1

2020
M
2
4

M
2
7

M
3
0

integration with sensiNact Studio
CEA

9

Synchronization of sensiNact service
model with IoT-ML model

CEA

10
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5

KPIs

Starting from the initial KPIs defined in Table 1 - Targeted BRAIN-IoT Project KPI in the BRAIN-IoT proposal,
this section provides additional KPIs mainly related to the main components of the BRAIN-IoT architecture:
Local BRAIN-IoT Fabric.
Remote BRAIN-IoT Fabric.
Security.
BRAIN-IoT Modelling Framework Tools.
Furthermore, some KPIs are also provided concerning the Use cases: Service Robotics and Critical Infrastructure
of Water Management System.
Table 7 provides the list of BRAIN-IoT KPIs related to its architecture components and associated use cases.

Table 7: List of BRAIN-IoT KPIs related to the its architecture components and use cases
Description

M18

M36

Related
Technical
Objective/
Strategic
Objectives

Local BRAIN-IoT Fabric
Ability to form a Fabric on
local ‘complaint’ Linux
resource.
Ability to Recover and / or
replace a failed node
Deploying BRAIN-IoT
infrastructure functionality
Cause Smart Behaviour/s to
be deployed

< 20 minutes

< 5 minutes

TO1

< 20 minutes

< 5 minutes

TO1

2 commands
< 5 minutes
Operator Trigger

2 commands
< 5 minutes
Operator Trigger
Environment Trigger

TO1

Update a previously
deployed Smart
Behaviour/s
Eject previously deployed
Smart Behaviour/s

Operator Trigger

Operator Trigger
Automated Trigger

TO2

Operator Trigger

Operator Trigger
Inactivity Trigger

TO2

10

50

TO1

3

10

TO2

2 participant Fabrics

5 participants Fabrics

TO3

10 services

25 services

TO3

TO2

Remote BRAIN-IoT Fabric
Number of total connected
data sources
Number of distributed
smart behaviours
developed
Form a Federation from a
set of Fabrics
Number of interconnected
services within the remote
fabrics
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Security
Time to establish secure
end-to-end channel in the
targeted use cases.
Impact of security on comm.
delays
% of critical dataflow
encrypted
End-user privacy features
supported
Privacy
support
tools
available
Authentication of users
Access
Control
on
application
Identity
&
Rights
management
Availability
authentication
IoT registration

of

<5s

<1s

TO4

< 500 ms

< 100 ms

TO4

100%

100%

TO4

Privacy awareness

Privacy control

TO5

Privacy
modelling
/
assessment tools
100% of authenticated
users
No user access without
rights
1 application to manage
users & rights

Privacy
awareness/control API
100% of authenticated
users
No user access without
rights
application to manage
users & rights connected
to BRAIN-IoT platform
[To be aligned with
platforms availability]
100% of unregistered IoT
are rejected

TO5

Device modelling, binding
of models to concrete
implementations.
-

Code
generation,
platform monitoring

TO6

20%

TO6

2 use case models defined
for PoC

2 full use case models
defined and analysed for
the test site

SO1, SO3

2 / 10

4 / 20

SO4

[To be aligned with
platforms availability]

BRAIN-IoT Modelling Framework Tools
Development
operations
supported by means of
BRAIN-IoT tools
Reduction of development,
integration effort by using
BRAIN-IoT tools
Use
Case
models
supporting
BRAIN-IoT
dynamic deployment and
reconfiguration
features
backed by the marketplace
Service Robotics
Num. of use cases / devices
supported in the
Service Robotics use case

Critical Infrastructure of Water Management System
Num. of use cases / devices
supported in the
Critical
Infrastructure
Management use case
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6

Conclusion

Task 6.1 activities started slowly that permitted us to revisit the deliverable D6.2 content in order to take into
consideration questions raised during the review meeting held in Brussels in December 2018 and provide the
answers in a clear and extended way.
The work performed in this Task 6.1, in collaboration with the activities performed in WP2, WP3, WP4 and
WP5, also allowed the improvement and clarification of the following points as reported in this document:
-

The review and update of the BRAIN-IoT architecture have been done. The updated version is included

-

3 Proof of Concepts (PoCs) devoted to validate the overall BRAIN-IoT architecture and its main

in this document.
components (Local and Remote Brain IoT Fabrics, and the IoT end-to-end Security) have been
identified.
-

3 Proof of Concepts (PoCs) devoted to validate in Lab before to tackle the validation of the two others
use cases in test site: Robotniks (Service Robotics) and Emalcsa (Critical Infrastructure Use case) have
been identified.

-

The timeline for each of these PoCs has been defined. The architecture PoCs and Robotnik use case
will be validated through 2019 year and Emalcsa use case, the more complex one, on September 2020.

-

The description on how the BRAIN-IoT architecture will be mapped into the architecture of each use
case is provided.

-

The verification and validation methodology to be used in BRAIN-IoT project has been defined. It
includes the following aspects:

-

◦

A nomenclature.

◦

A template (Volare) to define the requirements and the tool to perform its management (GitLab).

◦

The definition of a V&V Test plan including the scenarios and its associated test vectors.

A Modelling Framework was also defined to facilitate the description, verification and analysis of the
different components and subsystems constituting the BRAIN-IoT architecture and the use cases. This
Framework is based on two existing tools IoT-ML and BIP, which should be extended to: 1) Generate
BIP models from IoT-ML to perform simulations. 2) Generate, for specific components, the Java code
from BIP that will be wrapped as an OSGI bundle and plugged in the local BRAIN-IoT Fabric.

-

A complementary tools list and its development timeline were also provided.

Finally, this deliverable includes an extended list of KPIs, as a complement to the general ones given in
the BRAIN-IoT project proposal. These KPIs concern each main building block of the BRAIN-IoT
architecture and the two use cases.
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Acronyms
Acronym
BRAIN-IoT
DMZ
ETAP
IT
IoT
LSP
OLE
OPC
OSGi
OT
PLC
PoC
SCADA
SICA
TRL
WoT

Explanation
model-Based framework for dependable sensing and Actuation in
intelligent decentralized IoT systems
Demilitarized Zone
Drinking Water Treatment Station (DWTS)
Information Technology
Internet of Things
Large Scale Pilot
Object Linking and Embedding
OLE for Process Control
Open Services Gateway initiative
Operational Technology
Programmable Logic Controller
Proof-of-Concept
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition
Integral System of the Water Cycle
Technology Readiness Level
Web of Things
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Annex A: Example of a Test Case or Test Vector description
Table A.1 gives a complete example describing how a test, and its associated steps, should be defined. This
example concerns the Test case to cover the requirement Req-04, related to the Service Robotics use case,
defined in the “Table 3: Initial requirements from internal partners” in [4]. This functional requirement describes
that “The system must allow Things to collaborate between them to reach a defined goal”.

Table A.1: Example of a Test Case or Test Vector covering the requirement 04 of Service
Robotics Use case.
Test ID

Requirement
Covered

ROB_PoC_test_X

FEN_WP4_02

Initial Conditions

Step
Num.

Step
Description

-There are three
robots in the
warehouse
-The robots are
powered on and they
start to move
-The robots are
connected via WiFi to
the central platform
-There is an
automated door
-The system has been
modelled and a TD
(Thing description)
provided
-The model is
updated to the
repository
-The robots have
downloaded the
model
-There is an
orchestrator
configured
-There are 4 or 5
carts with ítems in the
area
-The ítems are
identified with QR
codes

Step 1

-Action:
Activate the
movement of the
robots in the
configured area.

Status

Remarks
during the
execution

NOT
RUN

-Expected output:
The robots start to
move.

Step 2

-Action:
The robot uses the
map downloaded to
avoid crashing with
elements of the map.

NOT
RUN

-Expected output:
The robots move
autonomously
without crashing.
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Test ID

Requirement
Covered

Initial Conditions

Step
Num.

Step
Description

Step 3

-Action:
One of the robots
“find” a cart.

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Step 7

Step 8

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

-Expected output:
The robot stop in
front of the cart.
-Action:
The robot read the ID
of an item.
-Expected output:
The robot read the ID
-Action:
The Robot sends to
the orchestrator the
ID of the item.
-Expected output:
The robot is able to
establish a
communication with
the orchestrator by
sending the ID
-Action:
The orchestrator
decides what to do
with the item. In this
case, the robot
should pick the item
from the cart and
move it to a given
position
-Expected output:
The orchestrator
sends the command
to the robot
-Action:
The robot receives
the command
-Expected output:
The robot receives
the command
correctly
-Action:
The order of
movement is
executed

Status

Remarks
during the
execution

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN
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Test ID

Requirement
Covered

Initial Conditions

Step
Num.

Step
Description

Status

Remarks
during the
execution

-Expected output:
The robot moves
from the area

Step 9

Step
10

Step
11

Step
12

Step
13

-Action:
The robot detects a
door and identifies
the id of the door
that blocks its path
-Expected output:
The robot stops or
decelerate
-Action:
The robot sends the
Id of the door to the
system
-Expected output:
The robot establishes
a communication
with the system.
-Action:
The system
recognized the door
id and sends the
command for
opening the door
-Expected output:
The door is opened
-Action:
The robot continues
the movement
-Expected output:
The robot crosses the
door
-Action:
The robot continues
the movement

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

-Expected output:
The robot crossed the
door and reaches the
storage A
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Test ID

Requirement
Covered

Initial Conditions

Step
Num.
Step
14

Step
15

Step
Description
-Action:
The robot drops the
item
-Expected output:
The item is correctly
left in its place
-Action:
The robot executes
the command for
going back to the
docking station

Status

Remarks
during the
execution

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

-Expected output:
The robot arrives to
the docking station

Table B.2 shows, for instance and referring to the previous example, an error detected and marked as “failure”
when the robot receives the command to carry away the item to the storage area.

Table A.2: Example of a Test use case with a failure detected during the execution of the
requirement 04 of Service Robotic use case
Test ID

Requirement
Covered

ROB_PoC_test_X

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

FEN_WP4_02

Initial
Conditions

Step
Num.

Step
Description

Status

-There are three
robots in the
warehouse
- The robots are
powered on and
they start to move
- The robots are
connected via WiFi
to the central
platform
There is an
automated door
-The system has
been modelled
and a TD (Thing
Description )
provided
-The model is
updated to the
repository
-The robots have
downloaded the
model

Step 1

-Action:
Activate the movement
of the robot in the
configured area.

PASSED

Remarks
during the
execution

-Expected output:
The robots start to
move.
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Test ID

Requirement
Covered

Initial
Conditions

Step
Num.

Step
Description

Status

Step 2

-Action:
The robot uses the map
downloaded to avoid
crashing with elements
of the map.

PASSED

Remarks
during the
execution

-There is an
orchestrator
configured
-There are 4 or 5
carts with ítems in
the area
-The ítems are
identified with QR
codes

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5

Step 6

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

-Expected output:
The robots move
autonomously without
crashing.
-Action:
One of the robots “find”
a cart.
-Expected output:
The robot stop in front
of the cart.
Action:
The robot read the ID of
an item.
-Expected output:
The robot read the ID
-Action:
The Robot sends to the
orchestrator the ID of
the item.
-Expected output:
The robot is able to
establish a
communication with the
orchestrator by sending
the ID
-Action:
The orchestrator
decides what to do with
the item. In this case,
the robot should pick
the item from the cart
and move it to a given

PASSED

PASSED

PASSED

PASSED
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Test ID

Requirement
Covered

Initial
Conditions

Step
Num.

Step
Description

Status

Remarks
during the
execution

position

Step 7

Step 8

-Expected output:
The orchestrator sends
the command to the
robot
Action:
The robot receives the
command
-Expected output:
The robot receives the
command correctly
--Action:
The order of movement
is executed

PASSED

FAILED

-Expected output:
The robot moves from
the area

Step 9

Step
10

Step
11

-Action:
The robot detects a
door and identifies the
id of the door that
blocks its path
-Expected output:
The robot stops or
decelerate
-Action:
The robot sends the Id
of the door to the
system
-Expected output:
The robot establishes a
communication with the
system.
-Action:
The system recognized
the door id and sends
the command for
opening the door

The robot
doesn't move
any more, it
remains
blocked. The
error was
caused
because the
command
didn't have the
right format.

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

-Expected output:
The door is opened
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Test ID

Requirement
Covered

Initial
Conditions

Step
Num.
Step
12

Step
13

Step
14

Step
15

Step
Description
-Action:
The robot continues the
movement
-Expected output:
The robot crosses the
door
-Action:
The robot continues the
movement
-Expected output:
The robot crossed the
door and reaches the
storage A
-Action:
The robot drops the
item
-Expected output:
The item is correctly left
in its place
-Action:
The robot executes the
command for going
back to the docking
station

Status

Remarks
during the
execution

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

NOT
RUN

-Expected output:
The robot arrives to the
docking station
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Annex B: Example of Traceability Matrix of Requirements validation
Table B.1 gives an example of a Traceability Matrix use to follow the validation status of each use case
requirement status.

Table B.1: Example of a Traceability Matrix of requirements validation.

ID

Req-01

Requirement
Type

Design
constraint

Req-02

Design
constraint

Req-03

Design
constraint

Req-04

Functional
Requirement

Req-05

Functional
Requirement

Req-06

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

Functional
Requirement

Description

The system shall
support
standard
communications
between objects

The system shall
support
standardization
of object
semantics

BRAIN-IoT shall
be designed in a
modularity style.
The system
must allow
Things to
collaborate
between them
for reaching a
defined goal
The system
should provide
the semantics of
an object
The device
should have a
support for
Policy, Event or
Schedule Based
Communication

Rationale
Standard communications between
objects, from a communication
channel point of view but also from
a semantic point of view.
(Standardization of object semantic
is somehow similar to the
standardization of MIB
(Management Information Base) of
telecommunication equipment).
Standard communications between
objects, from a communication
channel point of view but also from
a semantic point of view.
(Standardization of object semantic
is somehow similar to the
standardization of MIB
(Management Information Base) of
telecommunication equipment).
A modularity architecture is flexible
to incrementally evolve protocols
and other “functional” aspects.

Verified
in
iteration
x-1

Verified
in
iteration
x

PASSED

NOT RUN

FAILED

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

I would expect that the robots
collaborate for a goal.

I would like to understand the
semantics brought by the objects.

Under certain circumstances a
Policy, Event or Schedule Based
communication is required.
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ID

Req-07

Req-08

Req-09

Req-10

Requirement
Type

Functional
Requirement

Functional
Requirement

Functional
Requirement

Functional
Requirement

Req-11

Functional
Requirement

Req-12

Nonfunctional
Requirement

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

Description

The system
should have a
support for
routing of data
based on
content

Integrity
validation: The
system should
support
integrity
validation based
on a rusted
execution
environment
The system
should have a
support for
secure
communication
via a secure
protocol
Interaction
between
heterogeneous
components:
robots,
components,
infrastructure
and remote
servers should
interact
between one
another.
The system
must allow the
composition
and/or
aggregation of
several objects
in order to set
up a new one.
The system
must ensure
interoperability

Rationale
A system may be provided which is
operable to determine a routing
node for a data object. The system
can comprise an identifier
generator operable to generate an
identifier for the data object on the
basis of data content thereof, and a
lookup engine operable to compare
the identifier for the data object to
a routing table to determine a
routing node for the data element.

Verified
in
iteration
x-1

Verified
in
iteration
x

PASSED

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

NOT APPLY

NOT RUN

NOT APPLY

NOT RUN

NOT APPLY

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

In certain safety-critical applications
the device may be required to
perform a secure start-up
procedure that includes integrity
checking.

In order to guarantee a secure
communication secure protocols
should be integrated in the M2M
network.

Users want to use one system
instead of several different systems.

Objects can be aggregated into
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ID

Req-13

Req-14

Req-15

Requirement
Type

Functional
Requirement

Functional
Requirement

Nonfunctional
Requirement

Req-16

Functional
Requirement

Req-17

Functional
Requirement

Req-18

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

Functional
Requirement

Description
between objects
or between
applications
build on top of
the BRAIN-IoT
Architecture.
The system
should have a
support for
secure
communication
via a secure
protocol
BRAIN-IoT must
be able to
provide the
framework that
will set the
technological
requirements
and options to
further develop
applications
based on IoT.
BRAIN-IoT shall
contribute to
the overall
scheme of the
Future Internet
BRAIN-IoT shall
innovate in the
definition of
what an object
is and in the
relations we
have with
objects
BRAIN-IoT shall
handle semantic
interoperability
IoT-ML shall
provide the
ability to model
the data and
device
capabilities as
well as the
system
behaviors

Rationale

Verified
in
iteration
x-1

Verified
in
iteration
x

FAILED

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

In order to guarantee a secure
communication secure protocols
should be integrated in the
network.

The problem is to provide a
framework, a set of scenarios where
these applications could be
developed in harmony, in an
interoperable way and in a way that
responses to the real needs.

Internet of Things is part of the
Future Internet.
The notion of object is something
which will change and our
relationship to these objects will
also change.
Because it will change, it will also
change the way we apprehend our
life, work and entertainment,
everything we do and even the
meaning of life.
I believe that BRAIN-IoT will do a
lot to clarify for IoT the notion of
semantic interoperability

IoT-ML is the modelling language
for BRAIN-IoT.
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ID

Req-19

Req-20

Req-21

Req-22

Req-23

Req-24

Requirement
Type

Functional
Requirement

Functional
Requirement

Functional
Requirement

Functional
Requirement

Nonfunctional
Requirement

Nonfunctional
Requirement

Req-25

Nonfunctional
Requirement

Req-26

Nonfunctional
Requirement

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

Description
BRAIN-IoT shall
implement
some smart
behaviors for
the use cases
BRAIN-IoT shall
provide the
modelling tool
for dependable
smart Behavior.
BRAIN-IoT shall
provide the
capability for
dynamic
deployment.
BRAIN-IoT shall
innovate in the
definition of
what an object
is and in the
relations we
have with
objects
IoT-A must
design and
validate a
reference
architecture of
the Internet of
Things
IoT-A need to
establish the
technical ways
to ensure
security and
resilience
Identity & rights
management
should be
managed in a
central point
and provide,
though a secure
way, user rights
to each
component.
Only data
coming from
properly

Rationale

Verified
in
iteration
x-1

Verified
in
iteration
x

PASSED

NOT RUN

NOT APPLY

NOT RUN

NOT APPLY

NOT RUN

NOT APPLY

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

PASSED

NOT RUN

NOT APPLY

NOT RUN

AI and ML features will be added to
the use cases to achieve the
automatic and intelligent control.

The Modelling tool shall offer the
IoT-ML model libraries for typical
IoT devices.
It enables the software artefacts to
be imported, validated, deployed
and managed at the appropriate
locations.
The notion of object is something
which will change and our
relationship to these objects will
also change.
Because it will change, it will also
change the way we apprehend our
life, work and entertainment,
everything we do and even the
meaning of life.
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ID

Req-27

Req-28

Req-29

Req-30

Deliverable nr.
Deliverable Title
Version

Requirement
Type

Nonfunctional
Requirement

Nonfunctional
Requirement

Nonfunctional
Requirement

Nonfunctional
Requirement

Description
registered and
authenticated
IoT can be
accepted by
BRAIN-IoT
platforms.
Access to
application can
only be gain
through
authentication
according to the
security
standard as
specified in WP5
Role based
authorization
should be
completed by
session based
authorization
Each data
transmission
over a network
should be
protected in
terms of
integrity and
confidentiality.
The
authentication
services must be
able to scale to
not be a Single
Point of Failure
of the BRAINIoT different
platforms.

Rationale

Verified
in
iteration
x-1

Verified
in
iteration
x

NOT APPLY

NOT RUN

NOT APPLY

NOT RUN

NOT APPLY

NOT RUN

NOT APPLY

NOT RUN
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